You are the driver of a train that is hurtling down a railway line. It's out of control and the brakes have failed. Ahead, five workers are working on the track and apparently face certain death. You try to stop by you can't. Then, you notice a side track on the right, where there is one worker on the track. Do you turn the train down the side track, killing one person, or continue straight ahead and kill the five workers. What should you do? Should you steer the train down the side track?
Now try this. The runaway train is again heading towards five workers. This time you are an onlooker standing on a footbridge, next to a very big man. The only way you can stop the train is to push the big man over the footbridge onto the track. His bulk will stop the train and five lives will be spared. What should you do? Should you push him?
Most people believe it's acceptable to divert a runaway train away from killing five people who are working on the track, even if by so doing, the train would crash into and kill one other person. But the majority of people do not think it's acceptable to stop a train by throwing a large man in front of it -even if this would save five lives.
But why might the two train cases be morally different? What was the moral difference between the two? After all, in both cases it's a choice of one life or five. What does the conundrum tell us about what sort of moral creatures human beings are? And why does any of this matter?
It's a moral conundrum that philosophers have been grappling with for several decades. Why does this apparently arcane philosophical puzzle matter in the real world?
The answers we give in such cases have huge implications in numerous practical areas, such as abortion, capital punishment and the conduct of warfare.
The solution to the conundrum has implications in numerous practical areas, including warfare.
The Trolley problem
-Invented by moral philosopher Professor Judith Jarvis Thomson, who taught at Massachusetts Institute of Technology -Case one: A runaway train is heading towards five workers on the tracks. You are approaching a side track that you could steer down, but there is one worker on that track. Would you steer the train down a side track, where one worker is, killing one person instead of five? -Case two: Same problem, but you are a bystander. You are watching from a footbridge. You could push a fat man next to you off the bridge, and his bulk would stop the train, killing one person instead of five. Would you do it?
All West Point cadets now study philosophy and the so-called trolley problem, a problem that continues to absorb some of the most brilliant minds in moral philosophy.
These include Jeff McMahan, of Rutgers University, who has also taught at West Point.
McMahan forcefully makes the claim for the relevance of the trolley problem.
He says it adds weight to a crucial moral distinction -enshrined in international law -between killing civilians as an aim, and knowing civilians will die merely as a foreseen consequence of military action: between attacking a munitions factory aware that there will be, to use that euphemism, collateral damage, and aiming at civilians intentionally.
In the classroom the new breed of philosopher soldiers are being taught Immanuel Kant, who thought that there were some things it was always wrong to do to other humans whatever the consequences, and without whom the modern conception of human rights is almost inconceivable.
It is hard to know how the 18th-Century German philosopher would respond to this updating of his philosophy.
Outside the classroom, one officer, Major Danny Crozier, admits that there is a danger in teaching cadets to think reflectively for themselves -the danger of insubordination.
But the risk is worth it, he says, because soldiers must not obey unjust commands.
Philosophy can help them draw the necessary distinctions.
His young soldiers could be required to go to Afghanistan, and if engaged in combat will have to take snap decisions about what to target, when to shoot.
Their moral instincts have to be trained alongside their military ones.
Harming the Innocent

